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MESSAGE FROM DISTRICT LEADERS

Raj Kumar Bansal, DTM
District Director
Dear Toastmasters,

Amidst the Covid pandemic, we have seen in the last few months that this virus has crossed all boundaries.
There is no country unaffected by it. But interestingly, we can see that the impact of Covid-19 is different in
different geographies. While the spread has been almost in all countries, a few countries have managed to
successfully contain it to a large degree.

This means that local leadership impact has been felt within certain boundaries to combat this virus better
than others.

Similarly, while Toastmasters is a global organization, they too have formed Districts, which have their own
boundaries to operate in & we see various levels of performance between different Districts. This is due to
the leadership impact. I am happy to share that our District 92 is one of the best performing Districts over
the last several years.

We continually expand our thinking beyond the boundaries that we operate in by taking in best practices
but we also ensure that we do our best in the areas that we are responsible for and make it successful.

I urge you to remain safe and healthy within the boundaries of your homes and let's hope and pray that we
all together shall overcome this pandemic soon.
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MESSAGE FROM DISTRICT LEADERS

Chimmu Kutty, DTM
Program Quality Director, 92A
“It’s possible to go on, no matter how impossible it seems.” - Nicholas Sparks.

Barely a month ago, life was going on as usual for all of us.

Today, we have made a total turn on what is

‘usual’ for us. Not even in our wildest dreams did we imagine that the whole world would be quarantined
at home.

But since it is everyone including our neighbours, we are able to accept it and manage.

We

are not alone in this.

Each one of us possesses hidden stores of strength and resilience inside of us.
creating our own boundaries.

We believe in our self-created limitations.

It is adaptable and agile. It creates its own reality!
Once in our minds then in our reality.

How? You ask.

We limit ourselves by

The mind is a wonderful thing.

Well everything is created twice.

During this time, let us use our minds to create a positive home

environment which nourishes and helps us grow.

"It's not trespassing to go beyong your own boudnaries" - Dewitt Jones
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MESSAGE FROM DISTRICT LEADERS

Boopathy Shankar, DTM
Program Quality Director, 92B
I joined Toastmasters in the year 2010 and from that date to now, I strongly believe that Toastmasters
has no boundaries.

Every month or every meeting I complete, a thought is reinforced that there's more

than what one can do beyond their set limits or boundaries, either in their personal or professional life.

By means of receiving feedback or mentoring or recognition, one is challenged or encouraged to work
beyond

their

boundaries.

Like

many

others

who

have

shared

their

growth

by

association

with

Toastmasters, it has been helping me to scale next levels in personal or professional goals.

My request to all Toastmasters today would be to step up and scale up to challenge yourself in these
crucial times.

There are multiple reasons to say “no” or “later” or “some other time” when asked to join

an online meeting. There is only one reason for me to join the meeting - scaling beyond the boundaries.
What about you?

Happy Toasting!
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MESSAGE FROM DISTRICT LEADERS

Vanitha Rangarajan,DTM
Club Growth Director, 92A
It is in times of adversity and change, that we really discover who we are and what we are made of. My
Toastmasters club has always been my happy place and the reason why I am always regular to the
meetings. A 21 day lock-down due to the precautions we as a nation are taking to avoid the Covid-19
pandemic, meant no more in-person meetings, no more greeting the extended family, no more catching up
after the meeting for chai / dinner conversations. The situation was not just for me or District 92, but
globally.

It was only when we as a District were figuring out how to cope with the lock-down situation, when we
really got to see what we are truly made of. So many of our District Officers emerged as superheroes,
experimented

with

various

online

meeting

tools

and

got

the

members

together

on

different

online

platforms in record breaking time. We broke boundaries and collaborated with neighboring regions on how
to conduct online meetings and contests. All our collaboration and efforts were keeping the members at
the core of it. In just 3 weeks, more than 80% of our District is successfully conducting their Toastmaster
meetings online. The bright side of the lock-down is that we now can attend club meetings anywhere and
everywhere, not just in District 92 but anywhere in the world, truly beyond all boundaries.

So how many online meetings are you attending this week?
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MESSAGE FROM DISTRICT LEADERS

Sagnik Biswas,DTM
Club Growth Director, 92B
Whenever I hear the words "Beyond Boundaries", I am reminded of two things instantly - Harry Potter, and
Sourav Ganguly. The reason I remember Harry Potter is for these two lines, that always remind me of
going beyond boundaries - "Help shall be always given at Hogwarts, to those who ask for it" and
"Whenever it is dark, one should remember to turn on the light". It is with these two lines that I can sum up
the journey of everyone, and today, in these circumstances as well.

Today, as a District, when we are no longer meeting our fellow Toastmasters and revelling in our inperson meetings, I would ask you to seek help wherever required, because at the end of the day, we are
here to help every Toastmaster in his journey, however small the request might sound. I also would like to
laud everyone who has turned on the light in these seemingly dark times and facilitated meetings online.

To take you back a few lines, I also spoke about Sourav Ganguly as an inspiration for Beyond Boundaries,
and the reason is: The tough never give up, no longer how hard the battle, and they rise. So whether it is
turning up for that online meeting, or dancing down the track to rise and shine in the upcoming contests,
start somewhere. Let's take our journeys a notch higher!

Stay safe, Stay Healthy!
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MESSAGE FROM DISTRICT LEADERS

Geetha Prasanna,DTM
District PR Manager

"Growth and comfort can never go hand in hand". These words of Ginni Rometty, Executive Chairman of
IBM, has left a strong impact on me. It has pushed me to explore areas of discomfort, to take risks and go
beyond the boundaries of my own perceived limitations. Be it public speaking or choosing to be an
entrepreneur.

Toastmasters, think of all the times when you hit a roadblock and thought there was no way out. Did you
not eventually figure a way out? Did you not break that barrier and move beyond?As humans, we have
unlimited potential and are capable of infinite possibilities, if we trust ourselves enough.

In the words of Marianne Williamson: "Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is
that we are powerful beyond measure."
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT:
TOASTMASTERS INTERNATIONAL
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENTS :
DISTRICT 92
ANNOUNCEMENT - 1
Dear Members,
As the coronavirus pandemic continues to create havoc
globally and has brought towns, cities, states and countries
into a total lockdown situation, we are left with no option
but to cancel our flagship District 92 event, Coronation
2020.

This

was

planned

between

22-24

May,

2020

at

Hotel Grand Sheraton, Bangalore.
We will process 100% refund of registration amount of each
delegate. The refund process will begin shortly by the C20
core team and request your patience.
Let us take this moment to enormously thank DTM Balajee
Gopalan,

the

Conference

chair

and

TM

Jagriti

Pandey,

Conference co-chair and chairs of various committees who
have been working tirelessly for last 6 months to plan this
event.
THANK YOU TEAM CORONATION !
Let's stay safe and healthy.

ANNOUNCEMENT - 2
Dear Members,
In the midst of coronavirus pandemic, District 92 leaders met in a virtual mode to participate in a special
District

Executve

Committee

(DEC)

meeting

yesterday

i.e.

04-Apr-2020.

This

special

DEC

meeting

deliberated extensively before taking certain important decisions for the members. Here is a quick update.
DEC voted in favor of conducting online International Speech Contests.
DEC voted against conducting online Table Topics Speech Contests.
DEC voted against conducting online Evaluation Speech Contests.
DEC voted in favor of shifting the Annual Council Meeting & District Elections to 23 May, 2020 (Sat) from
earlier scheduled date of 22 May, 2020(Fri). Start time and agenda will be communicated shortly.
The Annual Conference "Coronation 2020" has been called off and more updates regarding refund
process will be shared by C20 core team.
There

is

a

team

(led

by

PQDs)

preparing

to

conduct

online

ISC

and

training

for

contest

officials,

contestants, judges will commence soon.
We all respect the DEC decision and shall abide by it.
For any query, do write to me/ Quintet/ or drop a mail to d92coronaquery@gmail.com.
D92 wishes all members to stay safe and healthy.
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ULTIMATE GUIDE TO REMOTE
MEETINGS

By: TM Azma Sheikh

Do you hear that? That’s the sound of the online meetings bandwagon asking you to hop in! The current
global circumstance requires us to maintain social distance.

But the incredible show of Toastmasters must

go on and hence online meetings are the need of the hour. Whether you are a club who has already held
online meetings or you are yet to have your first, here are some guidelines that will help you ace the virtual
meets.

1. Distractions away, makes focus stay
Do not attend to messages or emails while you are at an online meeting.
Keep your phone away. The online meeting and the participants deserve
your complete attention. Multi-tasking during a meeting would be unethical.

2. All that clutter will not hold
Make sure that the area around your device is spick and span. An organized
workspace facilitates a smooth session. Adding to that, make sure what you
are wearing also doesn’t create a messy impression on other participants
of the meeting. The same goes for the background of your physical setup.

3. A click in time is a winning sign
It goes without saying that punctuality is paragon to a meeting, be it online
or in-person. Connect to the meeting on time. Encourage your club members
to stick to the schedule on the agenda.

4. Sharpen your technical axe before the chop
Familiarize yourself on how to handle the online meeting app/software
before the meeting starts. Test the audio and video. Ask for assistance
from the meeting host. Be technically ready for the meeting.
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ULTIMATE GUIDE TO REMOTE
MEETINGS
5. With hosting comes great responsibility
If you are the meeting host, make sure you’ve shared the meeting link and
agenda at least three days in advance. This is vital for the reason that the
participants will get enough time to make space and prepare
for the meeting.

6. Vessels empty or not, should not make noise
In this concern, the rule of the online meeting matches that of the
in-person meeting. Cross-talk, especially when someone else is
speaking, isn’t allowed. Remember to mute your microphone as
soon as you enter the meeting. Unmute only when you are required
to speak. This also avoids bothering fellow members with background
noises around your place..

7.The fruit of patience is sweet
In case there happens to be a problem with the network, or if there’s any
other technical glitch, be patient. Try to maintain a calm demeanor until
and after the meeting resumes. Your reaction will reflect on the other
participants as well.

Maintaining a calm and positive composure will

keep the community spirit high.

‘Adapt and advance’ is the new mantra this quarantine season. The faster we learn new tricks, the easier
it’ll be to meet each other virtually.
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MEMBER ARTICLES:
ONLINE MEETING EXPERIENCE
The First Of Many

With

COVID-19

cases

on

the

constant

rise,

we

are

probably

witnessing the biggest ever pandemic of our lives. Is it over yet?
Probably not!
One

of

the

Toastmasters

measures
took

we,

was

to

the

office

continue

bearers

of

Unisys

conducting

Ritoras

Toastmasters

meetings but virtually. Not only did this set a tone for being resilient
in dire times, but also looked at ways to ensure greater participation
in times to come.
We recently had our first ever Toastmasters meeting on Zoom - at the
same time,but a different venue! Other than the standard set of
rules, here are some additional rules that we followed and thought
would help others too:
Ensure that the participants have their camera on.
Transitions and gestures are not obvious - Ensure that one spells
out who they are transitioning to. For e.g. After the Ah counter
reads out his/ her objectives, probably mention – ‘Over to the GE’
Ensure that you clap -

Shivdeep
Unisys Ritoras
Toastmasters Club

Folks at home might think it’s weird, but it

sure is necessary to boost everyone’s morale. :)

Distance Didn’t Stop Us
“Distance can’t stop what’s meant to be”.
It can stop us from meeting each other but can’t stop us from
expressing ourselves.
It all started on the 28th of
online

meet.

ourselves

Even

after

prepped

with

March with

conducting
background

Meeting #95 - our first ever

a

few

dry

checks

runs

and

and

the

getting

tech,

we

encountered a few technical issues but we faced these with agility
and executed the meetings with ease.
At this point, there was no looking back, the zeal of an online meet
gave every Toastmaster to keep up the drill of exercising their brains
and continue expressing their thoughts on a single screen platform.
And suddenly you just know it’s time to start something new and trust
the magic of beginnings.

Khushi Agarwal
MCC Toastmasters Club
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MEMBER ARTICLES:
ONLINE MEETING EXPERIENCE
Travel Around The World

When I first heard about online Toastmasters meetings, I admit, I was
a sceptic. Being used to in-person meetings, I didn't see the benefits
of attending or even conducting one.However, as clubs around me
began to incorporate the new structure, I decided to keep my views
aside and attend a meeting from one of the other clubs. I found that
I enjoyed the new style immensely.
Soon after, our club followed suit, and I realised I could actually
attend meetings from other clubs, irrespective of District or Region! I
now can travel the world, visit and learn from various clubs, all from
the comfort of my own home. It has taught me so much already!
I personally believe that in this day and age, a perfect blend of
online meetings, along with in-person meetings, will give rise to a

Eliza Denise Machado

better, versatile generation of Toastmasters.

Merck-SBS Toastmasters
Club

Embracing The New Normal
This

lockdown

situation

was

unprecedented

and

so

were

virtual

meetings of Toastmasters.
“Never

say

die

attitude”

is

the

spirit

of

Toastmasters.

We

get

innovative and make the best of every situation. We have a very
spirited team headed by our supportive President and are

always

ready to try things and are not afraid to fail.
With this feisty disposition, we at the Winners Toastmasters Club,
Mangalore, set out to have a virtual meeting on Zoom. There were
minor

technical

glitches

but

the

pleasure

of

seeing

our

fellow

Toastmasters, interacting with them and having a meeting felt normal
in this abnormal situation. We were all happy and excited and a little
sceptical,
meeting.

but
As

it

this

went

on

beautifully.

emboldened

us

,

we

We

thus

decided

had
to

a

successful

have

a

virtual

meeting every week, on popular demand , I must add, instead of one
in a fortnight.

Sweetha Shetty
Winners Toastmasters Club

We also invited Toastmasters of other clubs to have a look at and
gain insight into virtual meetings. From amateurs, we were turning
into pros, and hey, we sure have learnt something new.
As the famous proverb goes, “Necessity is the mother of invention”,
we have reinvented ourselves and are really proud of it.
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MEMBER ARTICLES:
ONLINE MEETING EXPERIENCE
Do Wishes Come True?

The guest speaker for Coronation 2020 – World Champion of Public
Speaking 2000- Ed Tate!

My wishes were plenty.

1. Need to introduce myself to him.
2. A picture with him.
3. Interaction with him.

And….BOOM! Co-Vid 19.

Meanwhile, Division K, District 91 - UK South, announced its annual
conference. Apart from contestants, 3 former World Champions of
Public
myself

Speaking
with

200

were

scheduled

participants

on

as

well.

ZOOM

I

registered

Video

and

found

Communications

(a.k.a. ZOOM).

Ed

Tate

exclaimed,

“Introduce

yourself

in

less

than

a

minute,

Madhusudan V
Daffodils Toastmasters
Club

to

people in your rooms. GO!”. Suddenly things started to change. I
found myself “in a room”. Who knew ZOOM had this unique feature!
In no time, 8 random people were selected and multiple rooms were
created for the rest.

I closed my eyes for an introduction. As I opened, them I happened to
be in the same room as Ed Tate! A surreal moment. Before it could
end, I quickly took a screenshot of the same!

I looked back on my wishes…

1. Need to introduce myself - CHECK
2. A picture with him - CHECK
3. Interaction with him - CHECK

Wishes do come true…don’t they?
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MEMBER ARTICLES:
ONLINE MEETING EXPERIENCE
MTM is Zooming with Zoom

Almost everyone from our club had paid their half-yearly dues and
then India had to go for a lockdown due to the threat of Covid-19. I
was wondering whether we could continue to have our Toastmaster
community meetings.

Though we are pretty active on ‘MTM Adda’ – our WhatsApp group, I
was constantly seeking for ways to meet virtually for the upcoming
meeting at the end of March 2020.The saying ‘seek and you shall
find’ is true after all. We managed to find Zoom Cloud Meetings and
since then, we have been zooming! Our members were all excited
and it was seamless to get everyone on board. Yes, including a
senior citizen and a super senior citizen!

I have embraced technology like never before. We have had our
regular Toastmaster meets and the board meets since the lockdown.
I even learnt how to use Google forms for the purpose of voting.
I feel really good when our fellow Toastmasters thank the club for

Kavitha Kamath
Mangalore Toastmasters
Club

being proactive and conducting online meets. This has helped quite
a few Toastmasters immensely to conduct virtual meetings in their
professional lives.

During

this

period

of

lockdown,

it

was

a

great

learning

and

a

wonderful opportunity. There is an old adage that during times of
crisis

the

wise

build

bridges,

I

think,

we

as

Toastmasters

have

successfully adhered to the adage.
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MEMBER ARTICLES:
ONLINE MEETING EXPERIENCE
Maintaining Normalcy

Meeting no. 478 – First Online meeting

Never

in

my

wildest

dreams

did

I

think

I

would

find

myself

situation where I would be literally stuck at home with my

in

a

family

members minus my house help. It also dawned on me that I could not
get into my car and escape on the pretext of various

Toastmasters

meetings.

The past week had me cloistered inside concrete walls with limited
groceries, pandering to the whims and fancies of my family members.
Cooking,

cleaning

&

washing

was

extremely

exhausting

and

immensely depressing to say the least. The thought of attending a
virtual meeting was like a breath of fresh air. Hence on the
was extremely excited at the thought of
inmates and connecting with my

distancing myself

D'day I
from my

dear fellow Toastmasters for at

Savitha Salian
Winners Toastmasters Club

least one and a half hours.

The trial meeting was conducted in a professional manner. The TTM
made it a

point to involve all the participants who had logged in. It

was especially heartening to see the veteran Toastmasters and the
less tech savvy ones who had persevered in their efforts to connect
.This resulted in an enriching meeting with an intellectual exchange
of

experiences

and

meeting radiated

ideas

.The

chuckles

and

chatter

after

the

positive energy and we decided to have weekly

meetings to maintain normalcy.
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DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS
Division E
1. EUPHORIA(Division E Annual Meet 2020):
The Division Level contest was conducted on 8th March 2020. More than 170 Toastmasters and
20+ dignitaries graced the event across the District. The event was hosted at Oracle, Krishna
Magnum, JP Nagar.
We conducted some fun activities. The PR challenge was like a cherry on the cake. A Keynote
address was delivered by Savita Shekhawat, Ambassador at Breast Cancer Hub, USA on
Awareness on Breast Cancer. She awarded the audience about the increasing cases of breast
cancer, how one can self-examine and take precautions if required.
Perfect Presence Award was given to a college club and Non-college club who attended the
event in maximum numbers.

2. Early Bird Award:
Clubs renewing at least 20 members on or before 25th March 2020 will be getting this
award.Early bird award was released with an idea to increase the pace of memberships,
motivate clubs to get new members if they are short in numbers and to close all the renewals
within the deadline.

3. Online meetings:
Out of 19 clubs, 12 clubs have adopted online platforms to conduct their weekly meetings.
(Approx. 65% adoption to online meetings)
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DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS
Division N:
1. Area N2 Contest: 08-March-2020
2. Area N4 Contest: 07-March-2020
3. Rendezvous Meeting: Chevy Orators ( Division N),
PSN Toastmasters Club (Division D) and Express To
Level Toastmasters (Division D)

Division O:
1. Zinnov Toastmasters Club conducted its first online meeting on 18th March, 2020 on
Microsoft Teams
2. Bosch Raconteurs, Bosch Adugodi, Legends, Ritoras had their first online meeting in March
3. MCC Toastmasters and other Division O clubs did a dry run in March.
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DIVISION HIGHLIGHTS

Konfluence (Division G/H/P)
We had our Division meets of G,H & P
together on March 1st,2020 at Kochi.
It was named as K'confluence'20 with the
tag line "where kerala comes together".
There were 270 participants, 9 contests
and a cultural evening.
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NEW CLUBS: JANUARY - MARCH
#7732852

BMS MBA Legion
Area 3, Division M #7738613

NITK BHIVE
Toastmasters Club
#7732833

Area 1, Division A

BMS MBA Camaraderie
Area 1, Division M #7751098

Siemens Sarjapur
Toastmasters Club
#7739822

Cognizan Digital
Toastmasters_BLR
Area 2, Division L

Area 4, Division I

#7711154

Sapiens Toastmasters
Club
Area 1, Division K
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NEW CLUBS: JANUARY - MARCH
#7751850

Lam Research
Bangalore
Area 1, Division B

#7734175

MTT Toastmasters Club
#7732670

Area 1, Division M

BMS MBA Zenith
Area 1, Division M #7732730

BMS MBA Phoenix
#7707522

BRIDGEi2i
Toastmasters Club
Area 3, Division K

Area 3, Division M

#7747857

Samvaad@FICO
Area 4, Division B
23
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NEW CLUBS: JANUARY - MARCH
#7702980

TVS Mysuru TM Club 1
Area 2, Division M #7677545

Centurylink
Toastmasters
#7711899

Area 2, Division K

GoJek Toastmasters
Area 2, Division C

#7711039

Words Worth
Toastmasters
#7648718

Area 4, Division E

Pega Bengaluru
Toastmasters Club
Area 4, Division J
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FIND US HERE
For us to connect with you, D92 Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/d92tm/

For all our official highlights, our D92 Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/tmdistrict92/

For our love of photos
https://www.instagram.com/d92tm/

For the little birdies
https://twitter.com/toastmastersd92/

For the professionals in us
https://www.linkedin.com/company/toastmasters-district-92/

For just about everything
https://www.tmdistrict92.org/
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"There are no constraints on the human mind,
no walls around the human spirit, no barriers to
our progress except those we ourselves erect."
- Ronald Wilson Reagan
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